
Commuter Policy (CBA §28.G.)
This flow-chart explains commuter provisions outlined in CBA §28.G., LOA 2020-04-07, and SLOA 2020-05-20.


*Ground Commuting covers any Flight Attendant traveling to work by car (personal or other), public transportation 
(ferry, train, bus, etc.), or other ground transport (bike, etc.) - including after air transportation.

Ground 
Commuting

Commuting failure 
other than SWGCO

Air Commuting 
*registered air commuter

Assessed a No 
Show (§ 32.C.), 

may appeal 
through ADR

No contact to CS 
assessed No 

Show, may recover 
under §10.CC

Two consecutive flights: 
*Cancelled due to weather, mechanical 

problem, or Company convenience 
*Significantly delayed (second flight 

more than 30 minutes late, would have 
arrived 30 minutes prior to check-in) 

*outside these parameters is a No Show

Call CS at least 1hr prior 
to scheduled check-in

January 11, 2023

Make reasonable effort 
to arrive on schedule, 

call CS at least 1hr prior 
to scheduled check-in

Severe Weather 
Ground Commuting 

Operations 
(SWGCO) declared

Failure to report, 
or report more 

than 4 hours after 
scheduled check-in

(1) Rejoin sequence at SIP or by mutual agreement 
(2) Given Like Sequence from commuter city or domicile 
(no extra RON, can agree to fly on day off for 1.5x pay) 
(3) APSB at commuter city or domicile (if no assignment 

in 4 hours, assigned Like Sequence following day) 
(4) Released to pick up comparable Open Time (equal 

number of days) within 30 days and notify CS

(1) Reassigned or returned to LFTA 
(2) APSB at commuter city or domicile (if no assignment 

in 4 hours, report for next assignment) 
(3) Released from impacted day(s). Work with CS to restore 

equal number of reserve day(s) missed, within 30 days

Commuter Policy Recovery Options

Reserve (and Lineholder picking up reserve days)Lineholder (and Reserve picking up on days off)

Report no more 
than 4 hours 

after scheduled 
check-in

Submit dated proof within 7 days of event 
(evidence of breakdown/accident, service 

interruption, SIGalert/511.org snapshot, etc.) 
*normal heavy traffic/running out of gas 

not covered


